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IC forum to discuss
Coastal's independence:
uesday, September 24, at
7 p.m. a the Santee
Cooper Auditorium in
Myrtle Beach
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New Direc or of Student
Activities, page 9.
Coastal secession
Top Ten list
page 12
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"I do not propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily as chanticleer in the morning,
standing on his roost, if only to wake my neighbors up." --Henry David Thoreau
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OF COASTAL'S INDEPENDENCE

USC trustee
chairman says
independence
unrealistic

>

See

Trustee

page 5
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Palm

DC y tern
ill change
By BRIA McGUIRE

ByR.H.

Ed or- n-ch ef

By BILL ROBINSON, Knight-Ridder
COLUMBIA -- Horry County leaders' push to make Coastal Carolina College an independent public institution won' t
get the support of lawmakers, USC trustee
Chairman .chael Mungo said Thursday.
Sept. 19.
"If it gets out of committee in the
General Assembly, I'd be extremely surprised," Mungo told a committee of trustees and student leaders from USC's nine
campuses.
Mungo said he reads the political climate as moving away from creating more
levels of government. For Coastal to become independent, lawmakers would have
to create a separate governing board for
the college.
"The people in Horry County areD't
being realistic," Mungo said.
In July, Horry County citizens who
serve on two local organizations that support Coastal announced they wanted the
college to sever ties with Columbia. Earlier this month, USC trustees' executive
committee voted to oppose the split.
Although the relationship between
Conway and Columbia is spelled out in
what is acknowledged to be an outdated

•

Lawmakers and Georgetown
officals support independence
By DONNA MITCHELL. Contributing wrl er
The Georgetown Higher Education Commis ion voted·
unanimously to support the Horry County Higher Education Commission and the Coastal Educational Foundation
in their decision to gain independence for Coastal, said
Georgetown's Chairperson Bette Brown.
The Steering Committee for Independence of Coastal
met with the Georgetown County Higher Education Commission and Jocal lawmakers on Tuesday, Sept 17. to
discuss Coastal' independence.
As a result of the meeting, the altending legislators
from Williamsburg and Georgetown countie voiced wholehearted approval for Coastal's independence.
Johnson opened the meeting by saying, "I don~t feel
Coastal has or will reach its full potential while within the
System." He said Coastal needs their own board of trustees
who will be dedicated only to Coastal.

> See Committee page 5

Amidst the tal about
Coastal gaining independence from the USC sy tern. USC President John
Palms came to Coastal'
campus on Friday. Sept. 13, to rela e hi isi
to the faculty of ho
Coastal should fi into th
USC system.
Palms spo e to the
Long Range Planning
Committee, and he gave
a presentation ata general
faculty meeting.
Palm said he will tty
to make changes in the
WTem USC ystem. because some of its administrators are not geared
o ard benefi tting the
branch campuses. "The
Board of Trustees is not
setup to handle a system:
Palms said. "The entire
board needs to addres
the concerns 0 the sy tern."
Coastal Professor
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Leaders determined to achieve in epende ce for
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By BRIAN McGUIRE
Editor-in-chlef

Local leaders of Coastal said Wednesday, Sept. 18, in an open faculty forum that
they are determined to continue their efforts
in gaining independence for Coastal.
"We're prepared to dig in" Coastal
"Educational Foundation (CEF) Chairman
Paul Malone told the audience of about 65

faculty members. Malone said the process of gaining independence may come
to forcing the CEF to draw on privately
donated money to see legal repre entation. Likewise. he said. the univer ity
may have to draw on tate money to fight
the battle, and it may come to who can
last longer.
Malone said he was proud to vote for

Coastal's ind pendence. "I may not have
the academic credentials but as a bu ine sman I had to go with the facts."
Jimmy 1t hnson. chair of th Steering Committee for Independence of
Coastal Carolina ollege, Id hi committee I " II 109 t neg ua
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"One man's word is no man's word; we
should quietly hear both sides.
-- Goethe
-,

Editorial
OtSlnbuted by Tribune Media SetvICeS

Coastal receives no justification for
remaining in the USC system
USC President John Palms offered very few answers for questions raised by
Coastal faculty and students concerning Coastal's strive for independence. On
Friday, Sept. 13, Palms came to Coastal on a "peace mission" to offer his side of
the story. It was weak.
Palms did not succeed in relating what some people wanted to hear: reasons
to stay in the USC system. Coastal handed off the ball and he fumbled.
There are too many ambiguities floating
around.
Palms said the reason Coastal is so
OPINION:
inadequately funded is because we have no
political clout. He implied that it is not the
Independence
university system that is mistreating Coastal.
VS. secession:
Contrary, it must be the lawmakers and the
current funding fonnula that prevents Coastal
there is no easy
from
receiving the same wealth enjoyed by
solution
colleges similar to Coastal's size and enrollment.
To admit that Coastal's downfall is the
lack of political clout gives the secessionists another reason to pull out of the
system. Political clout should be one of the most frequently used intangible
advantages for Coastal while in the USC system. Apparently, Coastal has not
only neglected to use political power, but President Palms says we never had it
Why isn't political clout shared within the system? Sharing would seem logical:
USC has political power and clout; Coastal is a branch of USC; therefore, as part
of a powerful system, Coastal should share in the results of that power and clout.
The contract between Coastal and USC should guarantee such intangibles.
Palms says the system and the board of trustees need to be improved.
Changes will be made, he claimed, because the current board is not geared toward
handling a system of branch campuses. Right he is, but such a change in a statewide board of trustees can take years, just as a transition into independence will
take years. There is no easy way out.
Those pushing for independence may not have given Palms the chance to flex
his political muscle. So now it is another political gamble. Coastal has seen the
same thing happen with every president, say secessionists. Each has vowed to
take care of the "little 01' schoolhouse" in Conway. Needless to say, it never
happens. We still have portable classrooms and offices. Kimbel Library still has
temporary walls enclosing faculty offices where books should be shelved. Etc.,
etc. But we have only heard from Palms. He hasn't yet shown anything through
his actions-good or bad.
Palms had the opportunity to lobby for the system, gain some support, and
give some concrete reasons why Coastal should not leave the system. Instead,
even though he has had the chance only to talk, Palms talked about too much of
not enough.

P.O. Box 1954, Conway, S.C. 29526
(803) 349·2330
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"I had rather be hissed for a good verse than
appiauded for a bad one.

/

U

-- Victor Hugo

For a Rational View / David M. Schulz columnist
The following is the third part of a five
part essay.

III. Capitalism Vs. Collectivism
apitalism is a term often misunderstood. To a growing number
of people in our ociety, it is a
tenn synonymous with greed and
destruction. However, greed and destruction ~e the causes of the corruption of
capitali m, and not an effect.
Simply put, capitalism is an economic
system of free trade. In order for the system
to work on a large scale, the market's participants mu t follow a morality of rational
self-intere t. In doing this, the e participants put their interests before the interests
of others while respecting the rights of others to have their own intere t . This morality
draw a line between the de ired trait of
elfishne s, and greed, an irrational, de• strucLive trait.
Another es ential characleri tic of
capitali m is that, in order for it to be pure,
no person, group or government, a ting as
an entity outside of the market, mu t interfere with the workings of the ystem. Supply and demand work together to theadvan-

tage of the individual. Once this lai sezfaire y tern is controlled, regulated, or otherwise tampered with it ceases to become a
free market. If it goo unchecked then the
re ult are exactly what we have today in the
United States: a mixed economy.
At the other end of the economic
spectrum, there is theoppo iteofcapitali m:
collectivism. Ines ence, collectivi m i an
economic sy tern which hold thateveryone
should work toward the good of all. It
repre ents the belief that anyone has the
right to the fruits of another's labor, and that
those with the fruits are obligated to' share"
with everyone. What collectivi m amounts
to i an economi form of altrui m.
Since Franklin Roo 'elt' initiation of
the Tew Deal in the late 1930 and early
1940 ,Americaha beengrowingeverc1oser
to a collectivist economy. Pre ntly, we are
caught in a pathetic compromise between
the remnants of capitalism and what will
amount to be sociali m. Thi is but one of
the first tages in the collap e toward collectivism ..
However, Roo evelt's pur-of-themoment administrative policies et the
precedence for the initiation of the welfare
program. By appealing to the emotion of

million of non-critically thin ina Am rican ,lh d'o alor of\\ lfar~ \\er abl LO
ju tif th ir Lion by tating that the wer
a ting in a human fa hion, that thi 'elfare
program would be helping a mulLitud of
needy and helple citiz n Ie t o r from
th d pre ion. Tithout fir t e amining the
economic con quen e of u h a plan.
Amen an at large aHo 'cd th idea, not
even bothering to dige t it.
Let u not b 1i oled by th feeble a tempt trationalizingcoll li 'i m h n i
ad' ate all it • 'indn ,"nelghb rli-

For Your Consideration / Jerald W. Murray, columnist
enceforth, the word "Christian"
refers to one who believes Biblebased religious teachings. Using pertinent information provided by and derived form his article (The
Chanticleer, Aug. 27),1 summed up Schulz's
life. Having no real Christian knowledge,
and living a Christian lifestyle, he found
himself" down and out."
Schulz had a crisis; he behaved responsibly for the fir t time in his life (though
practically forced); his . life got better (a
logical series of events). God, Schulz believes, did nothing, so Schulz now believes
in himself (which is good), but not in God
(bad). He is eager to enlighten the rest of us.
Come now, having trouble seeing the forest
for the trees?
Schulz is trying to lead. Leaders should
do things worth emulating (e.g. Jesus Christ):
Schulz insults multitudes of people in several statements. Is this act worthy of copying? Schulz says he is trying to broaden
minds. Christians are often called narrowminded, but which belief is broader? Humans are the pinnacle of existence, or an
almighty God exists? Schulz'S problem is
that he insists that God fit into man's definition. Why should God, who is not of this

world, fit into this world's definition of
what can be? His es ay crumbles.
Proof of God surrounds us. Chri tians
can and should stand on the Bible. It i you
who must prove that Biblical infonnation is
false. Obviously, Schulz is on the defensive.
History mocks Schulz's "mind-crippling"
talk.
In part two (The Chanticleer, Sept. 10),
Schulz reinforces my initial conclusions,
plus shows how little in life he has experienced or even con idered before concluding
he has the answers to all our problems.
Schulz begins by defining altruism incorrectly. Astruism is unselfish con m for
others, a far cry from his "placing other's
needs and wishes before one's own." The
biblical example of the good Samaritan
provides an example of altruism and charity. The Samaritan found a man beaten,
robbed, and left for dead. The Samaritan
took him to an inn, cared for his wounds, and
left money for his care. ote that at no time
did the Samaritan fail to provide for himself.
He also did not stay wiLh the man, but left the
next day to go about his own business.
Being unselfish merely require logical
consideration for others.
While Schulz supposedly compafes self-

interest with altruism, [ mu t point out that
the Bible, God' word, tea hes neither a the
paLh to follow. Con ider the commandment, "Thou halt love thy neigh r as
thy elf." If you need d help, you would be
gratefulifsomeoneh lpedyou, oyou h uld
do the same for other when you can. Also,
you are not prevented fro doing your be t,
thushopefully"geu.
d'b thi orany
other of God's commandmen . You are
only told not to put tumbling bloc in
other's way--something you would not want
done to you.
As for Schulz's references to Je u , if
one accepts the Bible a truth, Je u ' acts
were quite rational. He ro e again a
promised, fulfilling God' plan of lvation.
Schulz stresses respect in his e say, and
respect i a good thing to sho . However,
Schulzon eagaininsulLSGodandChri tians,
pro 'ing that he lac
hat he prea he •
which calls into que Lion th trength of hi
conviction and whC1her he has the maturit
needed to discu the ubjecl
Schulz in orrectly conclude • in effect,
that providing for yourself. while ha ,in
concern for other humans, is contradictory.
Consider that a great many people Ii a
caring life lyle and compo e the tronge t
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lilt were not best that we should all think alike: it
is difference of opinion that makes horseraces."
-Mark Twain

Monk's Corner / Ahasuerus

tIl] ~I:f!~~~E:;~[!~~:::~::~~

nant species of Earth: ' Homo
sapiens. Well, actually the debate was on
the dominance of us not-so-hairy apes. I
think traditional views point toward man
(Sorry if I'm not politically correct, but
you '11 get over it. Just be glad you don't live
in France, Spain, etc.--everything is sexist
in the Romance languages.) as being dominant because of his ability to rationalize,
reason, think--wax philosophy over ideas,
symbols, doubts, and problems. Well,
wrong. Who's to say man is better than
bacteria? (Where would we be without
them? Under miles of non-decomposed
dead things.) Who's to say man is more
dominant than cockroaches? (My kitchen
offers very hard evidence against that theory,
and reason suggests that if I don't do something about it my next bowl of salad will be
very crunchy.)
So rational reasoning tells us that we
aren't a special breed apart from the normal
food chain and wheel of life. Common
sense tells us that we haven't won the sur:-:~.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:-:.

Instinct vs. Consciousness
vival of the fittest--our capacity to destroy
ourselves in immense chemical, toxic, radiated clouds points so clearly to our slX'cies'
stupidity and mortality. ("Ooh! My daughter didn't make the cheerleading squad, so
I'm going to kill you !"-a more frightening
example than any Stephen King novel.) But
the very concepts of reason, knowledge and
common sense suggest that there is a special
characteristic in man, something different
than the instinct to survive, a thing predisposed to think and rationalize and build
civilizations and write articles for papers.
This is consciousness, an entity that judges
doubts and problems, and rationalizes solutions to them. Whereas instinct would
suggest we grab the closest thing to eat in the
midst of hunger, consciousness suggests we
plan to have gardens, herd livestock, keep
chillee-willees in freezers. Where instinct
would keep us a savage and barbaric group
of monkeys, consciousness lets us enter
colleges and be part of a higher cause for
enlightenment to wherever our glorious

leaders will take us--afLer raising tuition,
cutting aid and budgets, spending discretionary
funds
on flowers
for
secretaries ... (Hmm ? On second thought,
maybe bein~ with apes that really know they
arc apes isn't all that bad.)
So, if you the reader have been following this discourse, several things are apparent
in its rambling. First, no particular species
is dominant: all things fit together in the
schemes of Mother Nature. (I'll bet the
dinosaurs thought they were dominant.)
Secondly, there is a characteristic of man
that lets him reason and' think over things
that aren't really necessary to survival (like
"Which dress should I wear to the prom?").
In fact, this characteristic can even overcome
the instinctive drive (like all tho e monks or
yogis or Catholics, Israelites, and Muslims
who fast for higher ideals than the benefits
of the flesh). This characteristic is C.OHsciousness, and its use is to contemplate the
unknown that we encounter, and offer solutions. And through its use, it tends to

expand its ability to contemplate through
previous experie~ces or historic'examples,
or perhaps just the'sheer capacity to deduce
more.
Of course, one of the problems the consciousness usually comes up against is the
problem of the awareness of existence. It's
sort of like when the little boy realizes his
sister doesn't have the same little "thing"
that he does, or when he reaches puberty and
starts to discover things about himself--and
probably others ("Oh, my God! Is that a
pimple?"). The problem then is "Why is this
happening?", or "Why do I exist?" The
consciousness, when confronted by i elf,
doesn't know what to make of itself. For
some odd reason, it tends to say--rather
blindly, I might add-:."Oh, well, I guess I'm
thedominantcenteroftheuniver e." (Funny
that that's the archetypal white Christian
male response that has tended to rule Western
civilization.) So what really happens when
consciousness becomes aware of the existence of Iife--and itself a few billion times
over? Why do we exi t? Why does it
happen?
These are questions for another time.

Letters to the Editor
Christianity
exciting
Dear Editor,
Christianity is neither a crippling
religion nor an irrational dogma, as a
columnist in your paper stated. Christianity is an exciting lifestyle. It is
centered arOlmd the Son of God, Jesus
Christ.
Jesus taught that man should love
God with all his heart, soul, and mind;
and to love his neighbor as himself.
Your columnist would lead us to believe that having regard for and devotion to the interest of others is some
type of dreaded disease.
As one who loves Christ, I am not
acripple. I am all-powerful because of
Him. "Greater is He that is in me, than
he that is in the world." I have no
feelings of guilt because I cannot please
everyone. Christ has taught me that is
an impossible task.
Society's disorders are a direct
result of its turning away from God.
As Daniel Webster so wisely wrote,
"If we and our posterity shall be true to
the Christian religion, if we and they
shall live always in the fear of our God
and shall respect His commandments,
we may have the highest hopes of the
future fortunes of our country. But if
we and our posterity neglect religious

instruction and authority, violate the
rules of eternal justice, trifle with the
injunctions of morali ty, and recklessly
destroy the political constitution which
holds us together, no man can tell how
sudden a catastrophe may overwhelm
us that shall bury all our glory in profound obscurity."
This nation is in real trouble when
m4Jl or woman can have neither love
nor compassion for another individual.
Sincerely,
Stephen West

Is knowledge
possible?
Dear Editor,
I would like to comment on Dave
Schulz's essay series "For A Rational
View", and the considerable response
ithasreceived. Schulzhas the audacity
to claim that something callea "reason"
is proper and vital to human life, a..'1d
can tell us something about "reality."
His detractors, apparently, disagree.
In the disagreement, a profound
question is raised: Is knowledge possible? (A question students p3ying good
money to attend school should find
rather interesting). I submit that the
very existence of colleges and universities, of primary schools and graduate
schools, of education in general, de-

pends on Schulz's position being right,
and that of his opponents being wrong.
Why have disciplines of science organized into schools at all, if the only
reliable sources of knowledge are either the content of our feelings and
"personal experience," or alternatively,
a book whose truth cannot be questioned?
Schulz's opponents divide into
two camps--the "left wing" of extreme
value relativists, and the "right wing"
of Christian fundamentalists. From
the "left," Suzanne Sasser infonns us
that all belief systems are valid (so
how can she object to Charles
Manson?), and that God can simultaneously exist and no
ist. George
Or"-I!ll wrote that "doublethink,"the
ability to hold contradictory beliefs in
the mind simultaneously, is the prerequisite for totalitarianism. If Sasser' s
letter isn't doublethink on a massive
scale, I don't know what is. She lays
the philosophical groundwork for an
Orw: l1ian "animal fann"--complete
with omniscient pigs and cows.
The religious "right" has a
somewhat different approach to
knowledge, exemplified in the Sept.
10 letter of Stephen West. He quotes
the words of Christopher Columbus to
the effect that Biblical prophecy, and
not reason, enabled him to discover
the Indies. The problem is. Columbus

did not discover the Indies, which were
several thousand miles west of where
he thought they might be. He greatly
underestimated the size of the great
ocean, and, had the land mass we now
call North America not intervened, he
would have failed in his search, Isaiah
notwithstanding. So, for the time being, I think we should hbldoff exploring
outerspace according to Biblical revelation.
For those who hold that truth
cannot be known, that reason is impotent, that reality is indeterminate, I
urge a test of these convictions.
Abandon reason for a couple of days.
(No supermarkets, fast food joints, or
cafeterias, please--all are the products
of reason, and rational thought is required to utilize them. Perhaps grazing on grass and bushes should be
allowed, but anything more would require too great of a conceptual leap.)
Then report back to The Chanticleer
on the "subjective reality" of your
growling stomachs.
For those on the flip side of this
epistemological wooden nickel--those
who maintain that knowledge comes
from a supernatural shepherd tending
the great f1ockofhu~anity, I offer one
caveat. A shepherd's job is to lead his
flock --to be either fleeced or slaughtered.

.

Sincerely,
Brendan Frost

Styrofoam bad
Dear Editor;
.
.
I fmd it ironic that the same Chantic1eer issue infonning students of the
upcoming Beach Sw'!ep activities
should have a column encouraging
students to buy coffee in styrofoam
cups. Concerned students and faculty
have pushed the cafeteria to provide an
alternative to styrofoam and you should
be supporting this effort, not undermining it. While there are some monetary savings to buying coffee in disposable cups,-over the course of two
semesters each coffee drinking student
will "dispose" of about 160 cups, not
including weekend consumption. It is
also a fallacy to assume that styrofoam
is safe for the environment because it
is now CFC-free. The alternatives to
CFC"are safer to the ozone layer, but
they still cause ozone damage and may
contribute to pollution. The most convincing argument for not using
styrofoam is the fact that a disposable
cup is not a degradable cup. In 500
years, when you and the money you
saved are long gone, your cups will
still be around. The remedy to this
problem is to discuss options with the
cafeteria management. not to increa e
the amount of garbage you create.
Sincerely,
Julia Wilcox
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"Believe everything you hear said of the
world; nothing is too impossibly bad."
--Balzac

> CommiHee------------------------------------------------> Palms-----from page 1
frompa 1
The committee stressed that "the big
issue is governance."
Committee members also say that severance from the System would allow Coastal
to save money in direct charges for which
Columbia currently provides.
Also pointed out was the local
community's contributions of $15 million,
whereas the tate has provided only S17.9
million.
Johnson stated that students could be
better served if Coastal became an independent, .state-supported school.
Coastal's residence halls were a concern for the legislators. Senator Yancee

McGill, 0- Kingstree, wanted to know the
final impact surrounding the maintenance
and building of current and future residence
halls.
"I have four daughters, and 1 wouldn't
let a single one attend Coastal and Ii ve in the
dorms. [Coastal] has substandard apartments," Johnson said. "They're not properly supervised, and they have resoned to
housing students in local hotels."
HCHEC Chairperson Clark Parker said
the residence halls are funded through the
industrial bond.
Another concern was how the
Georgetown campu would fit into the
overall picture. Georgetown Higher Education Commission Chairperson Bette

Brown expres ed concern that local n ntraditional studen would not be able to
further their education without ac e to th
Georgetown campus.
John on aid the HCHEC and th CEF
would not gel involved in admini tration. "I
would hate to deny older student higher
education," John on aid.
The committee feels that Coa tal could
ha e a more personal touch to th
Georgetown campus if Coa tal gain independence.
Johnson said 1.heAiken and Spartanburg
branches of USC have no desire to becom
independent.

>.Trustee -------------------------------------------------from page 1
contract from 1975, people on both ide
agree that making Coastal a separate institution will take an act of the Legislature.
The topic of independence for Coastal
surfaced when Jonathan Shanks, the
college's student body vice president, told
the committee that "a majority is oblivious
to what's going on."
"We're caught in the middle of trying to
figure out what's right and \\it at , s wrong for

the college," he said.
Shanks said student government lcaders voted this week to create its own committee to monitor a tivities of the Horry'
County independence movement as well as
that of trustee.s and USC's admini tration.
Shanks appealed to trustees to respond
swiftly to criticism and questions raised by
secessionists in order to "stabilize the conscience of students."
Donald Bailey, chainnan of the trustee-

student liaison commiuce, said, "We want to
do what' right for the students and what'
right for Coastal."
Mungo and Bailey pledged to make
USC's re ources available to the Coastal
tudents' commillee. Mungo added that
tru tee a kno ledge Coastal' long Ii t of
complaints and pledged lhe board would
work to resolve them.
Editor's note: This article has been
rcpdnted with the permission of The Stale

> Infotrac ____________________

nc_
ow_p_a_pe_r_.- - - - - - - -

from page 1
facilitates rapid location and copying.
The Chapin Infotrac supplies a reference number with each abstract that gives
the cartridge location. An example would
be an article on microwave technology with
the reference number 59G 1023. The cartridge needed is 59G and the location of the
beginning page is 1023. The cartridge is

pulled off the rack, and loaded into the
reader, which automatically threads it and
advances the mm to the starting point The
user then locates the four digit number at the
bottom of the screen and advances to the
desired location. The article can then be
focused, cropped and photocopied in less
than 90 seconds.
Coastal does not currently have the

cartridge system. Librarian Michael Lac ey
says it i not a planned purchase of the
immediate future.
The Infotrac and cartridge reader are
located on the second floor of Chapin Library
and includes subscriptions to 450 pcriodical .
Reference librarians are a ailable to help
orient new users to the system. .

n t
other uni ersity y t m . ' I
emulate. I want to cr ate a
will a pire to.'
He al 0 tatcd tha the prin ip 1r
forastrongU CsySlem' lepra ide
th
in an alread "fragmented" condi
higher education in South Carolin
ystem is a di tincti e enough entit
can facilitat quality educa ' n.
He noted that the Council of Pre iden
came together for the [lISt tim and m t ith
newspaper editors and publi her to campaign for higher state fundin ~ r tat
school.

> Forum------------------------------------------------------------------------from page 1
one point--we want out."
"In those early years, becoming our best
meant being affIliated with the USC system.
Today that's simply no longer the case,"
Johnson said. "The time has come for us to
go our own way."
The majority of the faculty were concerned with logistical problems if Coastal
gains independence and operates under its
own board of trustees, which the CEF said
would cost about $25,000 per year.
Dr. Gerald Groves was the only professor who voiced opposition to independence. Groves said Coastal would have'
more political power within the system.
Johnson said the system is not providing the political energy, nor are they sharing
resources with its nine campuses. "[USC
Columbia] is depending upon a shrinking
public trough to feed 100 many children," he
said.
Johnson said Colum bia placed their $17
million music building at the top of the

current bond bill, instead of trying to improve teaching conditions at Coastal.
Professor Fred Hicks, a former Coastal
chancellor, asked why the decision to secede
came in a time of economic hardship.
"Some accused us of seizing the momen!," said Johnson, "But it was not a
calculated move." Johnson and Malone
expressed fear that the incoming of the new
USC president may nullify the ad hoc
committee's research that too over three
years of dedication.
Johnson said there may be a period of
decline, but "economically it won't stay this
way forever." He said if Coastal remained
within the system, it would take at least five
years for the USC system to attend to
Coastal's problems.
Hicks also questioned why the decision
for independence came in the summer after
Palms had been in office for only months.
Other faculty members were offended that
the decision to gain independence was made

by the HCHEC and CEFbcfore faculty were
consullCd.
Malone said it was not a lack of confidence in the faculty's judgment. "It just
wasn't an issue to put out on referendum."
Professor Subhash Saxena voiced concern about the future of graduate programs at
Coastal.
Johnson said USC would continue to
coordinate graduate programs with Coastal,
even though Palms said USC "would not
have the time nor the money" to assist in
such programs.
''I'm not sure how much of that is scare
tactics," said Johnson. "I would think that
they would be big enough to cooperate."
The audience of faculty, who have not
voted thus far on whether they will support
remaining in the system or support independence, heard Johnson spe8k of the many
reasons why the HCHEC and the CEF voted
for Coastal's independence:
• enhanced academic quality, diversity,

growth, and stability;
• continued maintenance of colle
crediwion and faculty ta ,tenure, and
benefits;
• increased competition for go emmen and
private foundation grants that USC Columbia
usually receives because the universi
not endorse the Coastal f: ulty;
faculty release time for research'
• maintenance of the computer research
network;
the removal of all portable classroom and
offices;
more equitable faculty salaries commensurate ilh those of imilarinstitution
wide;
iser use of existing resources ueb
Horry-Georgetown Technical Colle e or
all basic ills training;
• pbysicaland programmatic campus growth
through wise planning that includes i
from a state-wide board of trustee de oted
solely 10 the interests of Coastal.
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nAil political parties die at last of swallowing
their own lies.
1I

- John Arbuthnot

Profile: Trevor Tarleton /
Trevor Tarleton, a senior business major, is the current president of the Student
Government Association (SGA), and he is
not a stranger to the role of student leadership.
Tarleton has previously held the positions of secretary, chaplain, and .vice president of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. Other
past offices also include president and vice
president 0 the Inner Greek Council, and the
junior class president for 1990-1991.
Tarleton spent two years in the Army
beforc entering Coastal. He enjoys fishing,
hunting, and scuba diving. Tarleton is also
a certified lifeguard, able to practice water
safety and first aid instruction.
Tarleton said one of his main goals as

president are to increase
the students' awareness
and knowledge of the
issue of Coastal's independence. He also
would like to decrease
the students' apathetic
attitudes.
He said Coastal has
so many different types
of clubs, sororities, and
fraternities that there is
something for everyone.
He feels that everyone
should participate in
something on campus
beyond their academics,

Andrew Houck, staJfreporter

Trevor Tarleton

whether it be a
club, fraternity, or
student organization.
Some of .his
other goals include
the enhancement of
Greek life, extended hours and
better equipmcn tin
the academic labs,
and a voice for
Coastal on the USC
Board of Trustees.
He feels the relationship between
Coastal and USC

has improved since President John Palms
took office.
Tarleton is also working on enacting a
grade forgiveness policy, through which
failing grades could be replaced with a new
grade if the student opted to retake the
coUrse. The difference between this policy
and the present policy is that the proposed
policy would allow for the replacement of
the failing grade with one of passing without
the the failing grade being averaged into the
overall GPA. He also noted that other colleges such as Harvard currently use such a
policy.
Tarlcton is considering attending law
school or pursuing a masters degree in
business administration after graduation.

SGA vice president talks with trustees,
officials about Coastal's problems

Free admission with College ID
75¢ draft beer and wine
$1.50 vodka drinks all night long

75¢ draft beer and wine
$1.50 vodka drinks all night long
8th Avenue North and Hwy 17 in Myrtle Beach
448-2545

SOUTH CAROUNA

On Thursday, Sept 19,
special designee to provide
our student government with
I traveled to Columbia to
all the information needed
attend a meeting of the Stupertaining to the independent-Trustee Liaison Committee, which includes nine
dence issue facing Coastal.
members of the USC Board
Student government ofof Trustees. The purpose of
ficers will relay the informathis meeting was for the
tion provided by the special
students representing each
designee to Coastal's ad hoc
Committee on· Separation
campus in the USC system
to make reports on the SGA Vice President
A wareness. The eight to 12
progress of each of their
member ad hoc committee
campuses since the Aug. 9 facing Coastal. When I ex- will gather and compile raw
meeting of the Panel of plained the atmosphere on data, conduct and pUblicize
our campus, the committee surveys, and provide
Presidents.
Upon their request, Ire- was surprised.
awareness programs by
The chair of the board sponsoring speakers and
layed the problems facing
this campus. When I spoke of trustees, Michael Mungo, public forums.
Two committee memof the issue of Coastalleav- appeared to see the Horry
ing the USC system and the County Higher Education bers will sit on the Steering
turmoil it was creating, it Commission as little or no Committee for Indepenwas followed by a series of threat, in terms of having dence of Coastal Carolina
questions by the trustees Coastal break from the USC College, which consists of
Horry County Higher Eduwhich I could not fully or system.
Otherwise, the meeting cation Commission and
sufficientlyanswer.
Stressing the strong lack was quite successful. I es- Coastal Educational Founof communication between tablished direct lines of dation members, Alumni
Coastal and the Columbia communication with com- Association President Bruce
campus, I sensed that the mittee Chairman Donald Langston, and two Coastal
trustees were not aware of Bailey, and was told that Dr. faculty members, Roy
the magnitude of the issues John Palms would appoint a Talbert and Eddie Dyer.

GAMECOCK Foot ball Tickets may be
purchased in the SGA Office, Room 101,
Student Center, see Paula Logan
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"If a man bites a dog, that is news:
- John Bogart

Wi re

I College Press SeNice notes from around the country

Anti-obscenity
crusade

"(Thompson) is distorting this to make
it sound like we are promoting smut on the
telephone," McKinney said. ''What we are
promoting is responsible behavior."
Last year, Thompson convinced a federal judge that rap group 2 Live Crew's
album "As asty As They Wanna Be" was
legall y obscene.

of Phi Kappa Tau and Tau Kappa Ep ilon
remain at odds, one year after two TKE
members torched the PKT house.
A judge found two TKE brothers guilty
The man responsible for 2 Live Crew's
of arson offenses last spring, and ordered
troubles has started ~other anti-obscenity
them to pay about $26,000 in restitution,
crusade, this time against the University of
according to a report in the Iowa State
Daily.
Wisconsin and a Miami teen hotline.
Jack Thompson, head of the Coral
ow, the Phi Taus have filed a civil uit
against the TKEs as ing for more than
Gab~es, Fla., group Parents Opposed to the
260,000 for punitive and actual damage .
Propaganda in Schools, claims that audio
At the University of Virginia, Tau Kappa
information tapes distributed by the univerEp ilon i till trying to wor with the fedsity promote homosexuality. drug use and
eral government to regain its hou e, which
masturbation, and do not comply with a
wa seized la t 1arch in a drug raid.
Florida obscenity statute.
George Mason University official acted
The government has returned owner"We've had our own opinions rendered
by a legal staff, and they tell us we are not out unconstitutionally when they suspended a hip to Phi Ep ilon and Delta Up iton, two
of compliance with the law," said George fraternity for holding an "ugly woman con- other fratcrni ties that had their h u taken.
McKinney, associate executive director of test," regardless of how tasteles the event
The Switchboard of Miami, the non-profit might have been, a federal judge ruled.
The Sigma. Chi fraternity chapter wa
crisis prevention service that uses the tapes
upended
last spring for two year becau
for its teen hotline.
"This man is after one tape, the record- university officials said the contest was ofDo you have the Saturday night blah ?
ing on homosexuality, becau e he's highly fensive to women and minorities.
Womenfromdifferentsororitie dressed Doing the same old boring thing--pizza,
homophobic," McKinney said. "What can
you do about that? It's a mauer of personal Sigma Chi brothers in women's clothes and then a mo ie? Drab dates are out, ay the
paraded them on stage. One man padded his authors of ''2,002 Thing To Do On a Date."
opinion."
Dale Edwards, a former University 0
The tapes, distributed by the University chest and buttocks and painted his face
Indiana student, and girlfriend Cyndi Hayn
of Wisconsin at Madison, are part of a ser- black.
"One of the fundamental rights secured started writing the 116-page volum on their
vice the school's Univer ity Outreach proby
the
First Amendment i that of free, 135th date. and mailed the manuscript to th
gram offers.
uncensored
expression, even on malters orne publi her on th ir 286th date. A lick. little
The 875 tapesprovideinfonnation about
may
think
are trivial. vulgar, or profane," boO in a hot pink ja et, the boo protopics that range from health care and diU.S.
District
Judge Claude M. Hilton said in claim to be for people of any age who want
agnosis to social issues such as homo exuan
Aug.
27
ruling.
to put orne zip in their love Ii e .
ality, abortion, drug abuse, and rna turba"Because
that
fundamental
rightextend
The author , who ob iou ly enj
tion. Each tape plays for three to five minto
tudents
at
a
state
university,
a
stale
unirna
ing Ii t •say that being in their early 3
utes, and the subjects are determined by the
ver
ity
may
not
hinder
the
exercise
of
Fir
t
made
them authoritie on dating. The inpeople who request them.
pi ration for the boo hit after the couple
The tapes are distributed nationally Amendment rights simply because it fecI
under the name Health-Line in more than 25 that expo ure to any given group' ideas tired of monotonou date decided to get
states to about 70 health and social service may be somewhat hannful to certain tu- creative about their time together.
The boo also offer tip on fi t da ,
organizations, secondary school system, dents," he added.
The university responded by saying, andway ofchcckingto eeifarelation hip
and colleges and universities.
"The tapes are developed and written "We were disappointed. We felt that the has a future.
For in tance, a chapter entitled "An
by our faculty and staff, and are periodicall y behaviorofthese tudents wasnotconsi tent
reviewed by faculty and staffforrevisions," with the goal of George Mason Univer ity." Enlightened Date" uggests that ou" pend
"We want to teach people to live in a an evening counting your ble ing "or "8<)
said program director Ann Whitaker.
Thompson, unavailable for comment, multi-culture world," said spokeswoman toa biofeedback seminar.' Anotherchapter
i entitled "The Couple ThatPlay Together
earlier told the Associated Press that the Helen Achennan.
Meanwhile, the Univer ity of Texa ' Stays Together, with ugge tion uch
tapes "mentally molest minors ... behind
Phi Kappa Psi chapterha ettledalaw uitin "challenge each other at intendo,' or4'join
parent's backs."
The Univer ityofWisconsin'sresponse the hazing death of Mark Seeberger, a a coed voUeyballleague."
"We haven't really done a112,002 thing
to Thompson's threat of a suit was short: freshman pledge who died from alcohol
"We are cooperating with the Florida Bar poisoning in 1986. His family settled its ourselves," admits Edward "but in
, e'vehadacoupleof
(Association's) investigation and are not lawsuit again t the fraternity for more than publi hingthe
time whenwedidn't no
halwe anted
commenting any further on it," said Chuck $1.9 million prior to a Sept 3 trial date.
The local and national chapter of the to do, so we've gone throu h th
and
Stathas, general counsel for the University
frat rnily, three fonner fraternity officer , found something to do.
of Wisconsin system.
McKinney said over 600,000 teenagers and the foundation that owned the fraternity
The author report the
i hit--n 1
ju t with ing} people, but with marri
have used the tape via the hotline ince the hou e will pay the bulk of the amount.
And,atlowaStateUniver ity,membcrs couple as well.
hotline emerged in January 1990.

a t ca h

Fraternities
recoup from
court battles

A book to end
bori g dates
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"Necessity is often the spur to genius."
- Balzac

-

Coastal to host racism conference

Submitted by Public Relations

• Coastal will host a two-day conference,
"Healing the Wounds of Racism:
Education's Role," Friday, Oct. 4, and Saturday, Oct. 5 on the college campus.
The conference is open to elementary
and high school educators, higher education
faculty and administrators, student service
personnel, school board members, community leaders, parents, and college students.

The conference will provide an opportunity
for participants to identify, discuss, and find
solutions to racial issues, and to build networks that will prompt change.
The conference was organized in response to an increase in cultural conflicts
and racial incidents in schools throughout
the country. As a broad spectrum of students
with a variety of cultural backgrounds are
coming together in the classroom and on

Coastal announces
third quarter classes
Submitted by Public Relations

Coastal Carolina College invites those
aged 55 or o!der to enroll in Third Quarter,
an academic and cultural program for older
students.
The fall 1991 session begins Monday,
Oct. 14, and continues through Thursday,
Dec. 12. Each course meets once a week for
nine weeks. No educational prerequisites
are required for participation in Third Quarter.
Developed through Graduate and
Continuing Education, Third Quarter is
supported through a membership fee that
covers the cost of courses, a campus parking
decal, Coastal identification and student
privileges, use of Kimbel Library, and discounts on the-purchase of the Wheelwright
Passport, an 18-eventcultural arts package.
Course offerings include:
• Middle Eastern Religions: Judaism,
Christianity, Islam Examine the shared
affinities and connections between these
Middle Eastern religions. The class meets
Mondays from 1 to 2:30 p.m. Instructor:
Preston McKever-Floyd.
• Russian Culture and History This course
offers a brief introduction to the major developments in the history of the Soviet Union
from 1917 to the present, and will focus on
the events that have taken place in the Soviet
Union and in Europe since Gorbachev came
to power in 1985. The class meets Mondays
from 3 to 4:30 p.m. Instructor: James
Farsolas.
• Women and Literature This course is a
comparative study of the images of women
in the literature of the American South from
the pre-Civil War era to the present. Special
emphasis will be given to contemporary
writers. The class meets Tuesdays from 1 to
2:30 p.m. Instructor: Jill Sessoms.
• Creative Writing: Beyond the Basics
Participants in this course will explore strategies for writing and getting published, and

campuses, educators and administrators are tural, and ethnic diversity on college campledging a commitment to providing students puses.
with the most well-rounded academic expeMore than 'IS sessions with different
rience possible to counteract such racial speakers have been planned. Presentations
problems.
include such titles as: "Stereotypes: Who
"Our children are this nation's most Discriminates Against Whom?"; and
precious resource. This means all children- "Dealing With Racism and Prejudice in the
-not some children," said Jessie Brown, Classroom and on Campus."
professor of education at Coastal. "As such,
Sessions will be held Friday, Oct 4
this nation must ensure that each child has from 1:30 to 6 p.m., and Saturday, Oct. 5
the opportunity to develop to the fullest from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Exhibits will be on
extent possible."
display both days.
Among the conference speakers are:
Conference registration is $75. A block
Pat Callair, a member of the National of rooms is being held at the oceanfront
Speakers Circuit, where she frequently .Sheraton-Myrtle Beach Resort, 2701 S.
speaks on racism issues; South Carolina Ocean Blvd. A nightly rate of $69 plus tax,
Superintendent of Education Barbara single or double, is available for conference
Nielsen; and John Mangieri, provost and attendees.
vice chancellor of academic and student
For more infoimation, call Graduate
affairs at the University of New Orleans, and Continuing Education at Coastal at (803)
and the author of an award-winning plan 448-1481, or 347-3161, extension 2672.
outlining how to best deal with racial, cul-

will publish an anthology of their own fiction, nonfiction, and poetry at the end of the
course. The class meets Tuesdays from 3 to
4:30 p.m. Instructor: Susan Meyers.
• Economics This course is designed to
familiarize the student with some basic economic models. Discussions will include
topics such as the savings and loan fiasco,
social security and saving, health care, inSubmitted by Public Relations
flation, and national debt. The class meets
Peter Lecouras, an English professor
Wednesdays from 1 to 2:30 p.m. Instructor:
and grants development coordinator at
Darcy Carr.
• Introduction to the Great Books Stu- Coastal Carolina College, has been awarded
dents will encounter ideas in literature, phi- a $54,832 grant from the U.S. Department
losophy, history, and psychology and will of Education for the funding of the "Horry
learn to interpret them in this course. The County Drug-Free Schools and Communiclass meets Wednesdays from 3 t04:30p.m. ties Counselor Training Project." Lecouras
Instructor: Jack Riley.
will serve as project director for the one• Constitutional Development This course year grant.
will examine the historical and political
The grant will provide 56 hours of
fac tors that led to the drafting of the American training for guidance counselors in theHorry
Constitution. Primary emphasis will be on County School District Counselors parthe approach to republican government ticipating in the training project may be
embodied in the Constitution compared to eligible to receive three hours of graduate
the republicanism of the original state constitutions. The class meets Thursdays from
1 to 2:30 p.m. Instructor: Paul Peterson.
• Modern American Drama Classic
drama such as Tennessee Williams' Streetcar
Named Desire , Thorton Wilder's OurTown,
and Lillian Hellman's LillIe Foxes will be
studied in this course. The class meets
Thursdays from 3 to 4:30 p.m. Instructor: Submitted by Public Relations
Virginia Cremen-Rudd.
Auditions for the Coastal Carolina
For one or two classes, the fee is $35 per
College production of "Aunt Dan and
course. One person may take up three or
Lemon" will be held Tuesday, Oct. 1 at 7
four courses for $100. If you have a friend,
p.m. in the Little Theater in the Graduate
spouse, or neighbor interested in joining
and Continuing Education Building and
Third Quarter, the two of you make take four
Wednesday, Oct. 2 at 4 p.m. in Wheelcourses each for $150 ($75 per person).
wright Auditorium. Auditions are open to
Registration continues through the first
the public.
week of classes in the Graduate and ConWritten by Wallace Shawn, "Aunt pan
tinuing Education Office. The office is open
and Lemon" is a contemporary play about
Monday through Thursday from 8:30 a.m.
morality. The script calls for six women and
to 6:30 p.m., and Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5
six men, ranging in age from 20 to 40. Some
p.m.

Professor recieves grant
credit.
The grants program was authorized by
the Drug-Free Schools and Communities
Act of 1986 and the Amendments of 1989.
Coastal psychology professor Paul
Stanton will be the faculty member of record
for the course. Sandy Baird, a Coastal
psychology professor, and Rick Ginsberg,
an education professor at USC Cohimbia.
will provide training for the guidance
counselors. Coastal psychology professor
Tony Albiniak will evaluate the project
For more information, call Lecouras at
448-1481,347-3161, or 546-0234, extension 2441.

Auditions set for
"Aunt Dan and Lemon"
actors may play multiple roles. Scripts are
available for reading.
The play is directed by Coastal Professor of Dramatic Arts Sandi Shackelford.
Rehearsals for "Aunt Dan and Lemon"
will begin in October. The play will be
performed as part of the 1991-1992 Wheelwright Passport series on Friday, Nov. 22 at
7:30 p.m.; Saturday, Nov. 23 at 7:30 p.m.;
and Sunday, Nov. 24 at 3 p.m. All performances will be held in Wheelwright Auditorium.
For more information, contact
Shackelford at 349-2443, or 248-9203.
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eal h

- Glads one

Profile: Dawn William
Coastal has recently seen the addition
Williams graduof anew director of student activities, Dawn ated from John
Williams. She resigned her two-year po- Hopkins University
sition as Residence Director at George in 1984 with a bachWashington University of Washington, D.C., elor of arts degreein
when she decided to come to Coastal. Prior sociology. In 1987
to her position atGWU, Williams previously she received her
held the position of Area Director at Salisbury mas ters degree in
State in Maryland. She has also taught aduItandhighereducollege-level sociology, and apprenticed in cation at the Univerdevelopment and orientation.
sity of orth CaroA newcomer to Coastal and the Myrtle lina at Chapel Hill.
Beacharea,Wil1iamsandherhusbandmoved~
She is considerto the Grand Strand area in mid-August of ing going on to earn
thisyearwhenshedecidedtoacceptherncw her doctorate and is
"looking toward the
position.

p iti n of dean 0
tud nt" t om
point in the futur .
Concentrating
on the ~uture.
ilIi m
id sh i till
forming ide and
imag of what h
would like to ee
happen. She would
like to see the growth
of Greek life a well
as student club on
Coa tal's campu .
She plan to work
with Campu Union

Dawn Williams

AT &T Collegiate
Investment Challenge
Submitted by Clayton Brown

You just made a killing on a stock
nobody else was interested in, and that
$500,000 you started with is now up to
three-quarters of a million. And climbing.
Suddenly. on top of everything else, there's
a reporter on the phone from USA roDA Y
who wants to know the secret of your success.
A fantasy? No! It's the kind of justlike-real experience that thousands of students are going fore-in the most exciting,
realistic, ultimate competition ever invented.
Now you can see if you have what it takes to
make it on the street. That's Wall Street.
It is the Fourth Annual AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge. In addition to
the emotion and thrills of the market, there
is the invaluable learning experience it offers. There are fantastic cash awards,
fabulous trips to the Bahamas, and other
exciting prizes--including fmancial calculators from Texas Instruments to help figure
your way to the top.
The challenge is to build the fictitious
$500,000 brokerage account you begin with
on Nov. I, 1991, into as large a portfolio as.
you canby Feb. 28, 1992, when the Challenge
ends.
You are provided with rules, instructions, detailed monthly statements, and an
official stock listing. Every month you
receive an Updated report with your ranking,
so you know exactly how you stack up
against everyone else. As the competition
goes on, USA TODAY publishes current

/ AndreM Houck staff"reporter

standings and interviews with players every
week for its six million readers.
Now it is 4 p.m. Eastern time on Feb.
28, 1992. The market just closed. Your
phone rings. An excited voice is telling you
that you can start packing. You just won top
prize in the AT&T Collegiate Invesunent
Challenge--$25,OOO in cash, and a fabulous
vacation trip for two on Delta Air Lines to
Carnival's Crystal Palace in assau.
Forfwrtherinfonnation, contact campus representative Clayton Brown at 2389125, or Dr. Gerald Boyles at extension
2653 on campus.

wee
"learning the fO
illiam
lay bu
wor ing on upcomin even
fulfilling her other re pon i ilitie
ni n,
in Iud wor ing with SGA Camp
and the variou clu and organizali n n
campu.
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Guarantee
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1223 16th Ave., Conway
Homs: 11:00 LDL-midnight SlDl.-1lus.
11:00 LDL-2:OO LDL Fri.tiaL

IT S TIME FOR DOM! 0 PIU.A~

~der 1 Large
Pizza with 2 Toppings
Get 3rd Topping Free

Order 1 Medium
Pizza with 2 Topping
Get 3rd Topping Free
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liThe Russian Socialist Federated Soviet
Republic declares labor the duty of all
citizens of the republic.·

..

- Soviet Constitution

_11_ Job services /
Help Wanted
Afterschool child care, $5/hour, Myrtle
Beach.
Cleaning position, $5/hour, no experience
necessary, will train, Murrels Inlet.
Teacher/Consultant, good computer skills,
$6-$7/hour, Surfside Beach.
Hostess, 30 hours/week, flexible, $4.50-$5/
hour, North Myrtle Beach.
Bus stafT, flexible, S4.50-$5/hour, North
Myrtle Beach.
Ice cream servers, honest and dependable,
$5/hour, North Myrtle Beach.
Part-time associate, 4-9 p.m., flexible,
$4.25/hour, Conway.
Part- or full-time sales, 20% employee
discount, 20 hours/week, flexible, $5/hour,
North Myrtle Beach.
Sales, 10% employee discount, 20 hours/
week, $4.50-$5.50/hour negotiable, North
Myrtle Beach.

Services
Math tutor, call John at 650-0628, Trigonometry, Algebra, and Calculus.
General typing services, word processing,
will type papers, resumes, etc., reasonable
rates, 347-1302.

Mollie Starbuck, placement counselor

Career Information Fair
The third annual Career Infonnation
Fair will be held on October 9. This event is
open to all students. Freshmen who are
exploring career directions, sophomores and
juniors seeking internships or part-time
career-related employment, and seniors who
are beginning a job search should plan to
attend.
Kimbel Gymnasium will house the fair,
which will include over 30 employers.
School districts, hospitals, government
agencies, and private businesses will be
represented. Students can ask employers to
describe their organizations, the producl$ or
services they provide, their locations, the
majors they seek, and characteristics of the
employees they hire.
The fair is an opportunity to connect the
demands of the marketplace to your academic
experience. Career infonnation directly from
employers will assist each student in making good decisions about coursework, work
experience, and ultimately the entry-level
job.

Broadcasters Conference
The South Carolina Broadcasters As-

sociation is hosting the Eighth Annual C()llegiate Career Conference on_Thursday, Oct. 17 at the Marriott Hotel in downtown
Columbia. The conference is designed for
sophomores, juniors, and seniors majoring
in any area of broadcasting. or having a
career interest in the broadcasting field.
There is no registration fee for the conference. The registration deadline is Oct: 11.

Seniors
The newly designed and published Career Placement Manual, which describes all
of the structured services for 1991-1992, is
now available in the placement office. Please
come by to pick the office, or the career
planning and placement booth at the Career
Information Fair for a copy.

On-Campus Interviews
F.N. Wolf & Co., Inc. is scheduling oncampus interviews for Oct. 11, from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Students who are interested in
working in the investment banking and financial services industries are invited to
sign up for interviews in the career placement office.
For more information, contact Career
Placement Services, SC 204.

History Club - Wednesday, Sept.
25,2:30 p.m., CEG 002. Since this
is the first meeting, offic~rs and
council are sought.
Horry County Higher Education
Council - Third Thursday of each
month,S p.m., EMS Conference
Room.
Party Smart - Monday, Oct. 14,
2:30 p.m., SC 204. A professional
bartender will be demonstrating
how to party smart. Refreshments
will be served.
Management and Organization
Club and Business Club - Tuesdays, 8 a.m.,KH 110 or3p.m .. KH
109.
Omicron Delta. Kappa - Friday,
Sept. 27, 2:30 p.m., SC 204.
Education Club - Mondays, KH
111.
Student Government Association
- Mondays, 2:30 p.m., SC 205.

Cafeteria Menu
Selltelnbe.- 23 - Oetobe.· 4
Monday - Salisbury Steak, Baked Ham
Tuesday - Meatloaf, Chicken Teriyaki
Wednesday - BBQ -Pork, Spaghetti
Thursday - Fettucini Alfredo, Lemon Chicken
Friday - Clam Strips, Stir Fry Chicken
Saturday - Grill Only, 10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday - BBQ-Chicken, Hamburger & Rice
Tuesday - Beef Enchiladas, Stuffed Shells
Wednesday - Roast Beef, Chicken Bog
Thursday - Pork Fried Rice, Turkey Divan
Friday - Flounder, Ham & Lima Beans
Saturday - Grill Only, 10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
The daily lunch special includes one of the above
entrees plus three vegetables or two vegetables and
dessert of the day, plus a dinner roll and snzall
beverage for $3.75 from 11 :00 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m.

It will get cold ...
Then what \ViII you dn?
FIND OUT ABOUT STUDENT CLUBS
AND ORGANIZATIONS AT

ACTIVITY DAY
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 25
12:00 NOON UNTIL 3:00PM
SPADONI PARK
(IN FRONTOFTtiE STUDENT CENTER)
FREE FOOD AND MUSIC

.~
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"You canlt live on amusement. It is the froth on
the water--an inch deep, and then the mud!"
- George MacDonald

Men's cross country
expects strong fini h
By TRAVIS PARKER
Staff reporter

Even though Coastal's men's cross
country team has been plagued with injuries, Coach James Koster still expects his
teaJ!l to finish in the top three of the Big
South Conference.
Because of the injuries, a few freshmen
are expected to take the spotlight.
Koster hopes Mark Rogers can come on
strong and heJp lead the team to victory
alongside fellow freshman Matt Grindstaff.
Rogers was the South Carolina state champ
in the mile race his senior year in high
school.
A Georgian native, Grindstaff ran a 9:39
in the two miler in high school. According
tb Koster. he should be one of the more
dominant freshman in this conferellce. Another freshman that Koster hopes to finish in

front of the pack is Brent Davidson from
West Virginia.
With Liberty College enteriI1g into the
conference, things are going to get preuy
tough, Koster said.
Three-time All-Conference and AUAmerican Jon Decator is expected to lead
the team through its challenging schedule.
This year when the team ran in the
Pembroke State Invational, the team fini hed
sixth out of the 16 competing teams. Ko ter
states that injuries kept them out of the race
for the top position. The other teams were
growing str<?nger while the Chants were
trying to recuperate.
Last year when Coastal ran in the invitational, we took second behind Duke University.

o ember
Monda ,11
onda ,1
Frida ,22
Monday, 25
Friday, 29
Saturday, 30

ranian ational
ports Crusade
horter

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

South Carolina State College
p.m .
G~eat Alaskan Shootout
Anchorage Ala a
Great Alas an Shootout
Anchorage Al a

December
Sunday, 1
Monday, 2
Saturday, 7

Great Alaskan Shootout
Great Alaskan Shootout
Wisconsin

Monday, 16 Li in tone
Thursday, 19 E ansville
Saturday 21 Montanta
Friday 27
All-College Tournament 0 ahoma
(Coastal v . ~exas ehri tian, Morehead State . 0 ahoma)
Saturday 28 All-College ~ournament
0 lah rna TBA

*

later dates to be announced
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"Jokes are the cayenne of conversation,
and the salt of life."
-- Chatfield

around you

· to make fun
By SARAH LOUDIN

YOU HAVE THIS SLIGHTLY USED
STATUE OF STALINFOR ONLY $19.95,
Americans don't pay enough attention THAT'S RIGHT FOLKS, ONLY $19.95."
to the world around them. How man y people
That would get the average American's
know that the Baltic States have joined the attention. Why do you think there are so
United Nations? How many people know many used car commercials on television?
what that means? How many people care? Because the average American likes that
We can't blame these uninformed people-- kind of thing. They'll listen to a screaming
it isn't their fault that the news can't hold idiot in a plaid suit, because, if nothing else,
their attention. The people who produce they can talk about how badly his tie clashes
news programs need to be more aware of with his shoes. Dan Rather wears boring, therr potential audience. They need to take color-coordinated ties.
into account the number of people out there
If the media wants Americans to be
who spend their evenings watching better informed, they're just going to have to
WrestleMania.
make more of an effort to reach the public.
Car salesmen should anchor the evening Let Dan Rather be convincing about the
news. I'm tired of newsmen who sit there quality of that' 57 Chevy with the floorboards
like pigeons on the statue of Lenin. Let's rusted out. "This particular vehicle, while
have some action! Here's Dan Rather, sit- suffering some wear and tear, still remains a
ting calmly behind his desk, shuffling his high quality method of transportation. Topapers in a business-like manner, staring day, I have been authorized to release its
benignly into the camera, and announcing ownership into your hands for the imminently
that the United Soviet Socialist Republic is reasonable price of $699."
no more, and, by the way, Bessie Ann
If you think about it, selling cars isn't all
Strwnbacher turned 100 today.
that far from reporting the news.
No car salesman could take something
News producers might even try for a
that exciting and not scream and yell a bit little audience participation. Make the
"THE USSR BIT THE DUST! THE evening news a game show. Dick Cwk and
COMMIES SCREWED UP! WAYTOGO Soupy Sales can host, and Vanna White can
YELTSIN! CALL NOW AND I'LL LET stand around wearing sleazy dresses to raise
Assistant Editor

:if'·we·secede from the USC system
suggested this one) "'
: .S.. Ronald G. Eaglin Memorial State College (President
: :"...."... ':" Palms suggested this one)
: . 7~" 'J~hri:son-Parker State College <this one was suggested
by.the·Coastal Educational Foundation)
:. 6~' Parker-Johnson State College (this one was suggested
by the Horry County Higher Education Commission)
.: 5. · . C.~l1ege of the Waccamaw (COW)
. ':4. We..;Almost-Beat-Indiana State College
:.:3. We-Did-Beat~Jackson~State State College
·':. 2• . College of the Wall School of Business and Some
Bothersorh~:' Tag~Along Art~ and Sciences
.
;::··<.·:· And · the ·Nuni~erOne New Name for Coastal Carolina ...
·:· : i~:::"H~irY-Georgetown No~~Technical College
.

•

.'

You get the idea -.
Prizes would always help the winner
continue his pursuit of world awareness.
The contestant who answered the above
question correctly might win a trip to Northern Ireland, where he can check the accuracy
of the news report himself (he'd also receive
a handsome new sub-machine gun, just in
case). Other prizes might be a television
without a remote control, tuned to a news
station or a world map sofa cover.
Come on ne",s media, get off your duff-the people need you.

Coastal by the numbers
By JOEY FROELICH
-staff writer

I guess it goes without saying that we
live in a world full of numbers. It seems as
if everything is identified by a number.
Inventories are done with 'Stock numbers,
and the basis of a computer is binary codes
that are zeros and ones. How far do you
think you'd get on this campus without a
social security number? I guess you get the
idea Here are a few numbers that you can
associate with the Coastal Experience:
12 - hours you have to take to be considered full -time
15 - hours you have to take to graduate
on time
3 - ways Professer Stephen West says
there are to leave a classroom
1,860 - avaible parking spaces for students
2,579 -decals issued for these spaces
of Sept. 4
253 - faculty and staff members in
student spaces
180 - minutes wasted in line for class
registration
550 - approximate number of resident
students
25 - approximate number of resident
students aged 21 or older
o - resident students that drink on
campus anyway (It's ginger ale, right?l)
4,500 - students who say they studied
last night
500 - students who actually did study
last night
$1,010 -in-state tuition for one semester
$150 - average price of one semester's
textbooks
$0 - amount of kickback professors get
on books
20 - times David Berry will say "Have
Mercy" in a given day

as

10~ Northeastern South Carolina State College
.: 9.. Ronald G. Eaglin State College (the Chancellor

I

the ratings (if not the eyebrows) of the
American male.
The contestants are given the bare bones
ofa news item that occurred earlier that day.
They will then have to guess how the thing
turns out. For example, "Today in Ireland,
someone convinced the IRA that killing is a
useless method of trying to further their
cause, name that person."
Of course, the contestants may have
some idea if they have kept up with previous
shows, so they can make an educated guess.
A good answer might be "Jesus Christ" or
"Ghandi" or "Bessie Ann Strumbacher."

I
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I
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10 - fliers found on your windshield in
any given week
1,000 - fliers found in a parking lot in
any given week
2 - outdated notices on a bulletin board
20 - outdated notices on a bulletin board
this time next month
50 - minutes in a MWF class
75 - minutes in a T TH class
1.0 - average drop in a student's G .P.A.
by taking calculus
1.5 - average drop in a student's G.P.A.
by taking history
$3.89 - a six-pack of beer at The Pantry
32 - a social in Sloppy Mexican
3 - student publications
'
1/1,000,000 -' minutes Professor
Raymond Curtis believes pasres between
the time class ends and his students forget
everything discussed that day
478 - a business major's nightmare
20 - minutes constituting the average
lifespan of a large pizza
46 - times a MWF class meets
32 - # of times a T TH class meets
1 - South Carolina basketball teams that
made the NCAA tournament last year
38 - active clubs on campus
35 -times people coming from the South
Strand get caught by the Socastee Bridge
each semester
500 - students seen at Apple Annie's and
2001 on a Friday night
5 - decent Pee Wee Herman jokes
floating around
2,000,000 to 1 - odds of winning a club
raffle
2 - acres of tropical rainforest being
destroyed every minute
180 - approximate number of faculty
members
o-radio stations on campus
o- real stadiums on campus

"..

.

"A man who could make so vile a pun would
not scruple to pick a pocket."
- John Dennis

JoeBo
By JOE BOB BRIGGS

Everybody in Hollywood is going ape,
trying to get a Christopher Columbus flick
made by 1992. the 500th anniversary of
you-know-what. Ridley "Blade Runner"
Scott is gonna direct one starring Gerard
Depardieu. the French actor with a face like
possum with gangrene in his nose. And
there's' another Columbus movie written by
. Mario "Godfather" Puzo that will be produced by Alexander and Ilya Salkind, the
producers of "Superman."
So we're talking about some serious
dinero here.
I've got a few casting suggestions. First
off, if you're gonna use a European guy. use
Klaus Kinski. who always looks even stinkier
than Gerard Depardieu and has the added
. • advantage of being crazy. Columbus was a
fruitcake. He was kinda like the guy in high
school that scores the most important
touchdown in the most important garne of
the year, and then he does nothing else the
rest ofhis life. but he thinks he's the King of
Nairobi just because of that one thing.
How bout Jack icholson? There's
your Colum bus. Can't you see him standing
in the bow of his ship, saying "I got your
Nina and your Pinta right here. scumbag"?
Bruce Oem as the commander of the
Nina.
Dennis Hopper as the commander of
the Pinta.
And how do they get the money to sail?
Joan Collins as Queen Isabella. Christopher
promises her that he wants to spend the rest
of his life with her, snealcing around behind
Ferdinand's back, and that he really has
millions as soon as he can get back to Genoa
and pick it up. and so this is just a loan ...and
she's buying it She's going for it She's
eyeing Christopher's seagoing pantaloons,
and she likes what she finds.
Jerry Hubbard as King Ferdinand.
Who else? Charles Durning as the friar
and astronomer who convinces Isabella she
should give Columbus the money, because
"Virgo with Sagittarius--it's so naughty."
How about the guy in the crow' s ne t of
the Pinta who sights land for the first time,
then gets cheated out of the reward because.
Columbus wants all the credit?
Jerry Mathers! No, he'd break the
crow's nest. Michael J. Fox! No, he'd
demand the money anyway. Regis Philbin!
That's it! Regis Philbin in the crow' s nest
What about the first Indian they meet
when they get to America?
Linda Hunt. Who else?
What about the Indian who teaches the
sailors how to communicate in sign Ian
guage?

a

In -There's Nothing Out There,· Bonnie Bowers wants to be ready in
case there is.
What could I be thinking? It's gotta be
Marlee Matlin.
Beautiful dancing Indian maiden will
be played by the "Solid Gold" dancer .
The first slave. eized by Columbus
about a week after he gets to America. i ,of
course, Lou Gossett Jr.
Then there's the old lawyer that
Ferdinand and Isabella send over to the ew
World after it's obviou that Columbu i
screwing up everything in sight, and hi men
are dying. and hi cities are revol ling, and he
keep losing his hip • and they need to find
somebody to go over there and straighten it
out So this old guy gets a ship. gets appointed
governor, show up over there and ay,
"Okay. listen up, you turkeys. here ho
it's gonna be."
Who else? Wilford Brimley.
I should direct this movie. I really
should.
Speaking of what the dingbat lookout
said to Columbu right before he walked til
plank, "There'
otlling Out There' i a
new comedy horror flick made by 20-yearold boy geni us Rolfe Kanef kyof ew York
City, and it's about what would happen if the

teenagers went to the familiar cabin in the
wood • heard the familiar weird noise sa
the familiar "warning sign ,. of trouble ahead,
aardvarked around in the way that nonnall
gets youkilled--butthey knewwhaJ they were
doing because they'd seen every other horror film where thi tuff happen. Crai
Pee ,the main teenager about to
eaten,
eeps saying tuff I" e" arne a h rror
movie--an horror movie" when h
th
house, and "Oh great, it control mind it
eatspeople,itreproduces.' whenh "see the
monster, and" ice bikini!' hen h see
the monster's next ham sand ich.
The idea i , "Well, we kno ' hat
happened in "Friday th 1 th Pan 3: ItJu t
happened here. So let' take measures to
avoid the inevitable."
uThi part remind me of 'In asion of
the Body Snatchers,"'Mike tell the nai e
Stacy.
"How did they kill them?
"They didn't:
But, e en though it' played forla gn •
it's gOL a fairly decent lime mon ter, om
topu
ind of outer-space green-eyed
wearin its inte tine on th outsid 0 its

To di ellS
meaning of life
Joe Bob, or to g
free junk in h
and hi
famou "
Weird" ne
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RECOGNIZE
THE SIGNS?

Umited Time Offer
Not all signs of discrimination are this
obvious. What you may hear is:
-I rented that apartment right after
you caIIed.-I'll show you the apartment after I see your

greencard.-I don't reaDy want aD the changes ... ramp.
grab bar... thafs too much'Fair housing is the law. It is illegal to

discriminate on the basis of race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, disabiUty. or
family status.
You can fight housing discrimination and
win if YOU' ~am to rANVInize the subtle signs.
When you suspect
discrimination,
call 1-800-822-5225.
. (voice or 100)

tWSlno

G)

Fair Housing Opens Doors

. . - . u.a.~GI~""u.t.I~

or other soft drink of your choice,
with the purchase of ~any food
.item. You m~ present valid .
school identification or other
proof of enrollment Not
valid with any other special
offer or discount.

Septem~er

24, 1991
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Phi SiGMA A
T~E NATioNAl ~O ORS

pliilosopliy FRATER iTy will
bE lioldi G iNduCTio s
OCTobER 10, SEE
DR. Bob Robi so .

CllAbs

e

V\eed to W\C\ke

appoiJl\+W\eJl\+s +0 have +
pic+Vtres take . See
BraJl\dy t-lamil+oJl\

+

A+heJl\eVtm Office,

0

203, S+VtdeJl\+ Ce

·Take a chance on the sta~
... Everything is on ale fi

1991-1992 SCHEDULE
September 15
3 p.m.
Cinema Parwl. . Ifl:lli4n ~, m (1990)

One-half hour before curtain time, Coastal
students can purchase tickets for all 1991-1992
Wheelwright Passport events for 5. Take a
tage of this first-time ever offer and sa e 40 erce
Ifyou reserve seats ahead, you pay the full tu e
ticket price; wait, take a chance on remaining sea ,
and save big bucks.

October 11, 12, 13
7:30 p.m~ 3 p m. unda
l ....iDary fD W College 17wur

October 20
3 p.m.
Hitb Hopes English Film (1989)
October 21
Boria

7:30 p.m.

otkiD Kirrrhel Uctwre

OctOber 26
7:30 p.m.
S........ McCorkle 111ZZ-PopSlnF
3 pm.
ovember 3
GiD", aM Fred l~ Film (J 986)
ovcmber 5
7:30 p.m.
• Flute 11w Mmnaou& OpD'Q

1lac M

ovcmbel' 22, 23. 24
7:30 p.m., 3 p.m.
Au... .o- aa4 ........ Col1cJtt ~
December 3
7:30 p.m.
USCa.-bu 0rdMItra

January 19
3 p.m.
MIl-. 'J'haoc'.a
ill y....

Fmtdt fll (1

)

february 2

3 p.m.
Bloed KaeI TIle ActIng Comptury. DrruruJ

Coastal identification required; one ticket per student. Tickets will be sold on "a first -come, first -served
basis until the supply is depleted. The availability of tickets is not guaranteed.

For information and / or advance tickets at r~ar student prices,
call the Wheelwright Box Office, weekdays from noon to 5 p.m., at 349-2502.

February 6

7:30 p.m.

WilUaa ... , " all Kimbel Uctwn
February 21. 22. 23
7:30. p.m., 3 p.m. Sunda
aDeCD cnatz. Gt1i14eastena Are OeM CAIIere~

February 26

7:30 p.m.

D.acc c......., MCHir:m Dana

Rifte..

March 1
A TaxiDI

3P
...... ]~ Film (19 7

March 22

3 p.m.

Pathcr Paac:h • Irtdi4n film (1958)

April 5

3 p.m.

PaMera·. hz

7:30 p.m. Friday; 3" .
Co,. ~ ,. CIuUre1l

April 24. 25. 26,

USC Coastal Carolina College is an affinnative action, equal opportunity institution.

er...~

~ Film (1929
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Coastal Concert Connection
Compiled by Susanne VlScarra
and Darren Taylor

Away
September
Bonnie Raitt with John Prine at
Walnut Creek Amphitheater on 9/24
and at Blockbuster Pavilion on 9/25;
Kansas The Showcase, 9/27; and
Marshall Tucker Band The Mad
Monk, 9/27.
October
Jesus Jones at The Showcase on 10/
3; The Connells State Ports Authority, 10/4; Rod Stewart Blockbuster Pavilion, 10/4 and Walnut
Creek Amphitheater, 10/5; Lynyrd
Skynyrd '91, Charlie Daniels Band
and Travis Tritt Ladson Exchange
Park, 10/6; Dread Zeppeli~ and
Northern Pikes Music Fann, 10/13;
Tom Petty Walnut Creek Amphitheater, 10/14, BlockbusterPavilion,
10/15, and Carolina Coliseum, 10/
20; James Taylor Carowinds Coliseum, 10/20; and Allman Brothers
and Little Feat Walnut Creek Amphitheater, 10/26.

Local
September
The Bullet Boys and The Scr~am at
Danger Zone on 9/24; Double Take
Smid-Dre's, 9/24&25; The Clovers
2001, 9/25; Patty Loveless Cowboys, 9/26; and Marshall Tucker
Band Cowboys, 9/29.
October
Fabulous Thunderbir Js at Purple
Gator on 10/3.

Regular Locals
Banana Bay Lobby Lounge
Mondays-Fridays - Jazz Etc.
Bermuda Boat Club
Wednesdays, Fridays-Sundays Caribbean Connection
The Bowery
Mondays-Fridays - The Bounty
Hunters
Brass Anchor Lounge
Mondays-Saturdays - Hijacked
Chantilly's Lounge
Mondays-Saturdays - Joe Kocsis
Chaser's Lounge
Tuesdays-Saturdays - Hans
Kristian
Coquina Club
Saturday afternoons at the poolThe Touch
Corbin's
Mondays - Jazz Misfits
Cotton's Lounge
Thursdays-Saturdays - ByPass
Band
D'Anloni's
Tuesdays-Saturdays -Jay Hatch
Klyde's
Thursdays-Saturdays - Toni
BeDin
Knickerbocker

*

Thursdays - Russell & Hamilton
Fridays - Mickey Hardee
Saturdays - Breakaway
McAdoo's
Tuesdays & Fridays - Scott &
Celeste
Wednesdays, Thursdays & Sat
urdays - The Duosonic's
Nears
Mondays - Uncle Wonderful
Tuesdays - Stormy Blues Band
Wednesdays - The Kinetics
2001
Mondays-Saturdays - TKO
White Point
Fridays-Sundays - Robert
Starling

Comedy
The Afterdeck Tuesdays
Another WorldFridays & Saturdays
Thee Dollhouse
i
Mondays-Saturdays - Jay Hickman Dr. Gil Hunt delivers a talk conceming ·Study Habits and Learning Skills· as

Info

The Afterdeck - 449-1550
Another World - 449-5000
Banana Bay Lobby Lounge - 448-4481
Beatty's - Winston-Salem - call WKZQ
Bennuda Boat Club - 272-4411
Bimini's - 449-5549
Blockbuster Pavilion - Charlotte. N.C. - call
WKZQ
Brass Anchor Lounge - 449-7441
Carolina Coliseum - call SCAT
Carowinds Palladium - Charlotte. N.C. - (704)
588-2606
Chantilly's Lounge - 448-3556
CharlotteColiseum-Charlotte.N.C.-callWKZQ
Chaser's Lounge - 2724044
Concert Line - (919) 881-8329
Coquina Club - 448-9441
Cotton's Lounge - 236-1000
Cowboy's - 272-5448
Crawdaddy's - 272-9933
Gaillard Auditorium - call SCAT
Greensbora Colisuem - Greensboro. N.C. - call
WKZQ
King's Road Tavern - 448-7595
Knickerbocker - 272-5900
Ladson Exchange Park - Charleston
- callWKZQ
Lakewood Amphitheater - Atlant.
Ga. - (404) 249-6400
The Mad Monk - Wilmington. N.C.
McAdoo's - 448-3863
Myskyns - Charleston
SCAT ~ (803) 577-4500
Sandal's Lounge - 449-6461
Scuttle's - 626-8788
The Showcase - Raliegh. N.C. - call WKZQ
Smid-Dre's - 497-0420
Sounds Familliar (M.B. SCAT location) - 4486408 •
State Ports Authority - Charleston
The Thirsty Whale - 651-7519
Ticketron - (800) 543-3041
2001 - 449-9434
WKZQ - (800) 283-1017
Walnut Creek Amphitheater -Raliegh. N.C.call SCAT

* All concert dates subject to change.

part of the Retuming Student Association's series of workshops dealing with
common problems students encounter. The next wrokspop will be "Stress
Management" delivered by Dr. Ron Ingle on September 25 in Room 201 of
the Student Center. (photo by Steve West1und, staff photographer)

PRE~IIUM

SPICY OR MILD
ROASTED OR CAJUN FRIED

• Homemade biscuit~ • Sandwiches & Nuggets
• Corn • Corn muffins • Cajun-style rice • BBO beans
• Cole slaw • Chicken gumbo stew

Attent i on Students~ Facul ty and Staff: Receive 10% off regular prices with Coastal I
1
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Become a s ude
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e

Spend a year or semester abroad for about the same cost as staying at home. Over 100
sites in Africa, Asia, Australia, Canada, Europe and Latin America offer
undergraduate and graduate programs in fields such as architecture, communications,
engineering, fine arts, the humanities, international business, la ,languag ,
and natural and social sciences
Through the International Student Exchange Program you are directly enrolled in a
foreign institution and receive academic credit toward your degree program a hom.
You are totally immersed in a new culture and language" not in an isola ed tudy
program for U.S. students taught by U.S. professor.
Join the more that 5,400 ISEP students who have made the world their uni e

Education's Role

For more information, contact your ISEP coordinator today!

Geoff Parsons
International Student/Study Abroad Advisor
International Programs Portable
Extension 2054

October 4 and 5, 1991
USC Coastal Carolina College
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

ISEP 124235th Street,

CAl LAB
ACE 2

EXT. 2938

LA GUAGELAB
ACE 7

EXT. 2468

RIT

I

Washington, DC 20057, tel.: (202) 687-6956

GeE
ACE

1

EXT. 2937

ATHL B
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Wilson Clinic & Hospital

I
The Eating Disorder Center at Wilson Hospital I

I

I

l:r aeee;t/If/ .fab/l(I:r.f/OI(~

I

Eating disorders i.e. bulimia, anorexia, and compulsive
overeating have traditionally been treated in psychiatric
wards, clinics, and "fat farms" with medication, diets,
wieght-loss pills etc., with little sucess.
The eating disorders program at Wilson Hospital is based on
the concept that eating disorders are diseases and that there
is help available.

Roollf 203 ~

I _

cftar/el(t tel(tep',

For more information
CALL

Had too much to drink?

Sponsors

395-1100, extension 344

. -1ff~~
TIIE.r.

DOLLHOUSE
mvrtlf

THE Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Jap.woman
divers
5 Attractive
young woman
9 Home of the
.lIkworm
14 'One oft.,.
3B.
15 Buffalo lake
18 Unre.tralned
17 Coin. of
C.I.brla
181.mbs
19 Region'. flora
.ndfauna
20 'Hue
22 He.venly
24 By - of mouth
28 Gaze Intently
27 Tr.ln cars
31 Seethe.
35 Erie'. neighbor
38 Loose robe.
38 _.jongg
39L1ke.ome
chee..
40 Old Oer. money
41 Mu.Ic.'.ound
42 "The - Around

arh sc·

byR.M.McWhlrk
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WAVE
lOll

TilE

SUN

NI~\s

---------- -I
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turn into

Positi\'C

~mi1g('s.
,l

II1c.

Icoastal Cab· Yf!lIow Cab]
_ Veterans 9ab __ I

~

THO~CI1B~EDS
C>1991 . Tribune Media ServICes

ANSWERS

U."

4 Robin Hood'.
43 Sm.1I blrd
fo....t
44 Cou.lnof
5 Postpone.
vetvet
S Raw mlner.1
45 King'. fur
7 Fal..hood.
47 Chicago I.ke
8 Abatement
49 St.nch
9 Actor Eddie
51 AsI.n weight
andf.mlly
52 " - than you
10 Evening p.rty
think"
11 Right .w.y
5& Att.ck. from
12 Movledog
above
13 Rep••t
80 Widow'••h.re 21 Hoodlum
81 Sign of dl.u.. 23 Tough que.tlon
83 Libertine
25 Tran.fer
84 VloIln-m.ker
picture
of Itaty
27 Pursue
85 P.gan Im.ge
28 Boring too.
86 Pound the poet 29 FI.h
87 Person'. word 30 M•••• clty
86 Printer'. need
32 Surrounded by
89 F.brlc worker
33 H••venly food
34 Olos.
DOWN
37 Small In I.w
1 Competent
40 Bird .ound
2DI.able
41 Cu.tom·m.de
3 Farmmea.ure 43 Ore.t lake
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44 Winded
excl.m.tlon
48 L.ndm.....
48 Klngly.bode
50 Earn
52 Luplno et .1.
53 Tony Mu•• nte
TYrole

54 Move to .nd
fro

55-V.II..
57 exuding
mol.ture
58 Un.ullled
59 Ch.r
82 S.tl:lr.te

SoberRide
-238-HOME~
FREE

RIDES HOME FOR ALCOHOL IMPAIRED DRIVERS

oFROM
o

6PM-6AM

FROM LITTLE RIVER TO MURRELLS INLET
ON THE GRAND STRAND

CRAZY HORSE
• ,lrvl! & I

,1\.1 uanl
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UPPER-CLASS
LIVING

Fall Tanning Special
$35.00 I month

~-
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New Manage,ment!
We are now offering custom-fit

The Conway Tan
For All
Seasons
Hwy.501 (Behind Shoney's)

leases ... You name the terms.

248-5194

Apartments are fully furnished including
desk, washer & dryer, and all apliances.

SHARE A BEDROOM & BATH
$160 per month
-or-

HAVE YOUR OWN BEDROOM AND BATH
$259 per month

University .P laza

SayVillagG

365·1501 .

3 ..7·7501
CROSSROADS APARTMENTS
Highway 544 one-half mile west of Coastal's Campus
Telephone: 347-3393
_
Office open Monday through Friday, 9 to 5.

OFF ROAD BIKE PATH TO CAMPUS

r=-----:--:- ---------:1

I Any Regular Foot Long Sub

i .___

r----------.

Buy Two
.J
I I
I Foot Long Subs & Get One I
I
J
I
.f

$2.99!

L~~~~~~_May~~2

-------------

til CDUpoD - expire May 31, 1992 .

